Abstract. We present an algorithm to construct the JSJ decomposition of hyperbolic fundamental groups of a class of nonpositively curved square complexes. Our algorithm runs in double exponential time, and is the first algorithm on JSJ decompositions to have an explicit time bound.
Introduction
In [Sel97] , Sela showed the existence of a canonical decomposition of a torsion-free one-ended hyperbolic group over its infinite cyclic subgroups. This decomposition, which Sela called a JSJ decomposition (see Definition 1.1), is a generalization to group theory of JSJ decompositions of 3-manifolds (due to Jaco-Shalen [JS78] and Johannson [Joh79] ).
In the current article we present an algorithm (Theorem 1.3) to construct the JSJ decomposition of hyperbolic fundamental groups of compact nonpositively curved square complexes called tubular graphs of graphs (introduced in [Kri18] ). Furthermore, we show that the algorithm is of double exponential time complexity in the number of squares of the complex.
A tubular graph of graphs (see Definition 2.8 for the precise definition) is a square complex obtained by attaching finitely many tubes (a tube is a Cartesian product of the unit interval and a circle) to a finite collection of finite graphs. Tubular graphs of graphs are thus nonpositively curved VH-complexes (introduced by Wise in [Wis96] ) whose vertical hyperplanes are circles (see Section 2). A typical example of the fundamental group of a tubular graph of graphs is the amalgamated product of two free groups over cyclic subgroups.
As an application, we obtain an algorithm that takes a finite rank free group F and a finite family of cyclic subgroups H such that F is freely indecomposable relative to H as input and constructs the JSJ decomposition of F relative to H in double exponential time (Theorem 13.3).
In [Kri18] , we presented an algorithm of polynomial running time to construct the Grushko decomposition of the fundamental group of a tubular graph of graphs. Combining that algorithm with the algorithm for JSJ decompositions of this paper, one obtains a solution to the isomorphism problem for these groups (Section 1.6).
1.1. JSJ decompositions. We adopt Sela's terminology [Sel97] . Let G be a torsion-free hyperbolic group. A hanging surface subgroup G of G is a subgroup isomorphic to the fundamental group of a surface with boundary such that there exists a graph of groups decomposition of G in which G is a vertex group whose incident edge groups are precisely the peripheral subgroups of G . A maximal hanging surface subgroup is a hanging surface subgroup that is not properly contained in any hanging surface subgroup. A non-cyclic vertex group G of G is rigid if it is elliptic in every cyclic splitting of G. A subgroup is full (in the sense of Bowditch [Bow98] ) if it is not properly contained as a finite index subgroup in any subgroup of G.
We can now define JSJ decompositions in the sense of Sela ([Sel97] ), modified by Bowditch [Bow98] .
Definition 1.1 (JSJ decomposition). Let G be a torsion-free hyperbolic group. A JSJ splitting of G is a finite graph of groups decomposition of G where each edge group is cyclic and each vertex group is full and of one of the following three types:
(1) a cyclic subgroup, (2) a maximal hanging surface subgroup, or (3) a rigid subgroup.
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If a vertex v of type (1) has valence one, then the incident edge group does not surject onto the vertex group G v . Moreover, exactly one endpoint of any edge is of type (1) and the edge groups that connect to any vertex group of type (2) are precisely the peripheral subgroups of that group.
Theorem 1.2 ([Sel97]
). Let G be a torsion-free one-ended hyperbolic group, which is not the fundamental group of a closed surface. Then a JSJ decomposition of G exists and is unique.
We are now ready to state our main result.
Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 12.43).
There exists an algorithm of double exponential time complexity that takes a tubular graph of graphs with one-ended hyperbolic fundamental group G as input and returns a tubular graph of graphs whose graph of groups structure is the JSJ decomposition of G.
Other authors have obtained algorithms to compute JSJ decompositions of groups under different conditions. In [DG11] , Dahmani and Guirardel give an algorithm to compute JSJ decompositions of one-ended hyperbolic groups over maximal virtually cyclic subgroups with infinite centre. In [DT13] , Dahmani and Touikan give an algorithm to compute JSJ decompositions of torsion-free hyperbolic groups over its cyclic subgroups. In [Bar16] , Barrett gives an algorithm to compute JSJ decompositions of one-ended hyperbolic groups over virtually cyclic subgroups, while Cashen [Cas16] , along with Manning [CM15] , develops an implementable algorithm to construct the relative JSJ of a free group relative to a family of cyclic subgroups. We remark that the time complexity of these algorithms is not known.
Our approach is combinatorial/geometric. We will now describe this approach briefly.
1.2. Coarse behaviour and Brady-Meier complexes.
Definition 1.4. A cube complex is Brady-Meier if all its vertex links are connected and moreover each vertex link remains connected after removing any simplex in the link.
Theorem 1.5 ([BM01]).
The fundamental group of a finite connected Brady-Meier nonpositively curved cube complex is one-ended.
Theorem 1.6 ([Kri18]).
There exists an algorithm of polynomial time complexity that takes a tubular graph of graphs with one-ended fundamental group as input and returns a Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs with isomorphc fundamental group.
Thanks to the above result, we work with Brady-Meier tubular graphs of graphs throughout this article. Let X be a Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs endowed with its VH strucure. Each vertical hyperplane of X is a circle (Proposition 2.9). If X denotes the CAT(0) universal cover of X, then the vertical hyperplanes of X are lines. Let G denote the fundamental group of X. Adopting the terminology of Scott and Wall [SW79] , X has a structure of a graph of spaces (see Section 2.2 for details), where each vertex space is itself a graph. Similarly, X has a structure of a tree of spaces, where each vertex space is a (vertical) tree.
In order to construct the JSJ decomposition of G, one has to first find cyclic subgroups over which G splits. We address this issue using the Brady-Meier structure of X:
A geodesic line L of X separates X if X \ L is not connected. Two separating geodesic lines L 1 and L 2 of X cross if L 1 meets two distinct components of X \ L 2 and vice versa. An axis in X of an element g ∈ G is a geodesic line in X that is invariant under the action of the cyclic subgroup < g >. Given g ∈ G, an axis L of g always exists in X [BH99] .
Suppose that G splits over < g > and that L is contained in a vertical tree of X. Then an application of a result of Papasoglu [Pap05] to the fact that X is a Brady-Meier complex implies that L separates X and L does not cross any of its translates (Lemma 6.3). Conversely, if L is separating and does not cross any of its translates, then G splits over a subgroup of the stabiliser of L (Proposition 6.10).
The properties of separation and crossing have local characterisations in the Brady-Meier X. Denote by N R (L) the set of all points in X at distance at most R from a point of L. 
The quotient of L by < g > is an immersed circle C, which we call a cycle, in X. The regular neighbourhood of C is the quotient of N 1 4 (L) by the action of < g >. The fact that L separates N 1 4 (L), along with a condition that is satisfied since G splits over < g > (Definition 7.18), implies the following result: Lemma 1.9 (Lemma 7.24). C separates its regular neighbourhood and C does not cross any of its translates in X.
We need another property to construct the JSJ decomposition. A cyclic subgroup over which G splits is said to be universally elliptic if it is elliptic in the Bass-Serre tree of any cyclic splitting of G [GL16] . The edge groups of the JSJ decomposition are universally elliptic.
Let L 1 (respectively L 2 ) be an axis of g 1 (respectively g 2 ) such that G splits over < g 1 > and < g 2 >. Then < g 1 > is elliptic in the Bass-Serre tree of the splitting over < g 2 > only if L 1 and any translate of L 2 don't cross (Lemma 8.1).
1.3. Repetitive cycles and JSJ splittings. In Section 9, we introduce an important notion, namely repetitivity, that bounds the length of a cycle that induces a universally elliptic splitting. Let C denote a lift of a cycle C in X. Definition 1.10 (Definition 9.2, Lemma 9.4). A cycle C is k-repetitive if C is a separating line and there exists an edge e in X and elements g 1 , · · · , g k ∈ G such that (1) each translate g i C contains e, (2) the distance between e and g i e is strictly less than the length of C, and (3) any two squares s and s that contain e are either separated by all translates g i C or by none of them.
There are two important reasons for introducing the notion of repetitive cycles. The first reason is that any cycle that is longer than a certain bound is k-repetitive (Proposition 9.9). Here, the bound depends only on k and the number of squares of X. The second reason is the following: Proposition 1.11 (Proposition 10.1). Let C be a k-repetitive cycle with k ≥ 3. Suppose that π 1 (C) is a maximal cyclic subgroup of G. Then there exists a separating line L in X such that L and C coarsely cross.
This implies that π 1 (C) conjugates into a hanging surface subgroup of the JSJ splitting of G, by Proposition 5.30 of [Bow98] . Hence, π 1 (C) is not universally elliptic and the length of a cycle which induces a universally elliptic cyclic subgroup is bounded. This leads to the following result: Theorem 1.12 (Theorem 11.1). There exists an algorithm of double exponential time complexity that takes a Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs with hyperbolic fundamental group G as input and returns a finite list of splitting cycles that contains all universally elliptic subgroups of G upto commensurability.
We remark that a similar, but weaker, result is obtained in Proposition 4.11 of [CM11] using a similar idea, where given a free group F and a finite family of cyclic subgroups H, the authors obtain a bound depending on F and H such that if F admits a cyclic splitting relative to H, then there is a word of length less than the bound over which F splits relative to H.
1.4.
Obtaining a JSJ complex. In Section 12, we modify the given tubular graph of graphs X to a tubular graph of graphs X jsj such that the fundamental group of the graph of spaces structure of X jsj is the JSJ decomposition of G.
The first step involves a modifyication of the initial tubular graph of graphs X by cutting along the finite list of cycles supplied by Theorem 1.12. We do this cutting procedure using the machinery of spaces with walls [HP98] . The vertex set of X is a space with walls, with walls defined by its vertical and horizontal hyperplanes. We enrich the wall set by adding lifts of cycles supplied by Theorem 1.12 (see Section 12.3). We then remove tubes which are attached to cyclic vertex graphs on both sides. In Proposition 12.36, we show that each edge group of the JSJ decomposition of G is a conjugate of an edge group of the underlying graph of groups of the new tubular graph of graphs. Thus, an edge stabiliser of the Bass-Serre tree of the new tubular graph of graphs is either an edge stabiliser of the JSJ tree, or a cyclic subgroup that conjugates into a maximal hanging surface subgroup of the JSJ splitting. It only remains to identify the maximal surface subgroups that appear as vertex groups in the JSJ decomposition. Once identified, removing tubes corresponding to edge stabilisers which conjugate into maximal hanging surface subgroups gives the JSJ decomposition, proving the main result (Theorem 1.3).
1.5. Identifying surfaces. We give a criterion to identify surfaces in the Brady-Meier setup. A vertex graph of a tubular graph of graphs is a surface graph if the fundamental group of the graph is a surface group whose peripheral subgroups are precisely the incident edge subgroups. Then Lemma 1.13 (Lemma 12.41). A vertex graph of a Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs is a surface graph if and only if every edge of its double is contained in exactly two squares.
1.6. The isomorphism problem. The isomorphism problem is the algorithmic problem of deciding whether two finite presentations of groups present isomorphic groups [Deh11] . An important consequence of the main result is that the isomorphism problem for hyperbolic fundamental groups of tubular graphs of graphs is reduced to the Whitehead algorithm ( [Whi36] ):
Let G 1 and G 2 be hyperbolic fundamental groups of two tubular graphs of graphs. Using the algorithm of Corollarly C of [Kri18] , we can construct tubular graphs of graphs which give Grushko decompositions of G 1 and G 2 . By the uniqueness of the Grushko decomposition, G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic if and only if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertex groups of their Grushko decompositions with an isomorphism between the corresponding vertex groups.
So assume that G 1 and G 2 are one-ended. Using Theorem 1.3, we can construct the JSJ decomposition of G 1 and G 2 . Then G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic if and only if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertex groups of their JSJ decompositions such that the corresponding vertex groups are isomorphic with the isomorphism respecting the incident edge groups. But all vertex groups are free groups and their incident edge groups are cyclic subgroups. The Whitehead algorithm [Whi36] precisely decides if there exists an isomorphism between free groups that takes one finite set of cyclic subgroups to another.
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The setup
2.1. VH-complexes. The notion of VH-complexes was first introduced in [Wis96] . Definition 2.1. A square complex is a two dimensional CW complex in which each 2-cell is attached to a combinatorial loop of length 4 and is isometric to the standard Euclidean unit square
All our square complexes will be locally finite.
Definition 2.2 (Vertex links). Let v ∈ X be a vertex of a square complex. The link of v, denoted by link(v) is a graph whose vertex set is the set {e | e is a half-edge incident to v}. The number of edges between two vertices e, f is the number of squares of X in which e, f are adjacent half-edges.
Definition 2.3. A square complex is nonpositively curved if the length of a closed path in the link of any of its vertices is at least four.
By a result of Gromov [Gro87] , a simply connected nonpositively curved square complex is CAT(0) in the metric sense.
Definition 2.4 ([Sag95]
). Let X be a square complex. A mid-edge of a square s in X is an edge (after subdivision of s) running through the center of s and parallel to two of the edges of s. Declare two edges e and f to be equivalent if there exists a sequence e = e 1 , · · · , e n = f of edges such that e i and e i+1 are opposite edges of some square of X. Given an equivalence class [e] of edges, the hyperplane dual to e, denoted by h e , is the collection of mid-edges which intersect edges in [e].
Definition 2.5 ( [Wis96] ). A VH-complex is a square complex in which every 1-cell is labelled as either vertical or horizontal in such a way that each 2-cell is attached to a loop which alternates between horizontal and vertical 1-cells.
The labelling of the edges of a VH-complex as horizontal and vertical induces a labelling of the vertices in the link of any vertex as horizontal and vertical, thus making the link a bipartite graph. Similarly, the hyperplanes of a VH complex are also labelled as vertical and horizontal, with a vertical hyperplane being dual to an equivalence class of horizontal edges and a horizontal hyperplane being dual to an equivalence class of vertical edges.
Remark 2.6. Since the link of any vertex of a VH-complex is bipartite, the length of a closed path is even. Thus a VH-complex is nonpositively curved if there exists no bigon in any vertex link.
2.2. Graphs of spaces. Graphs of groups are the basic objects of study in Bass-Serre theory [Ser80] . It was studied from a topological perspective in [SW79] by looking at graphs of spaces instead of graphs of groups. We will adopt this point of view.
Definition 2.7. By a graph of spaces, we mean the following data: Γ is a connected graph, called the underlying graph. For each vertex s (edge a) of Γ, X s (X a ) is a topological space. Further, whenever a is incident to s, ∂ a,s : X a → X s is a π 1 -injective continuous map. The geometric realisation of the above graph of spaces is the space X = (
where (x, 0) and (x, 1) are identified respectively with ∂ a,s (x) and ∂ a,s (x). Here, s and s are the two endpoints of a.
Note that the universal cover of X has the structure of a tree of spaces, a graph of spaces whose underlying graph is the Bass-Serre tree of the associated graph of groups structure of X [SW79].
2.3. Tubular graphs of graphs. Definition 2.8. A tubular graph of graphs is a finite graph of spaces in which each vertex space is a finite connected simplicial graph and each edge space is a simplicial graph homeomorphic to a circle. Further, the attaching maps are simplicial immersions. We will always assume that the underlying graph is connected.
We note that no vertical graph is a tree, as a consequence of the definition. We also remark that asking for each vertex graph to be simplicial is not a serious restriction as every one dimensional CW complex is a simplicial graph after subdivision. We also have Proposition 2.9 ( [Wis96] ). The geometric realisation of a tubular graph of graphs is a finite (hence compact), connected nonpositively curved VH-complex whose vertical hyperplanes are circles.
Convention. Throughout this article, we will use the same notation for a tubular graph of graphs and the VH-complex which is its geometric realisation. X will always denote a Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs with fundamental group G. X s will denote a vertex graph (a component of the vertical 1-skeleton) in X and X the CAT(0) universal cover of X. Unless mentioned otherwise, we work with the CAT(0) metric in X.
Definition 2.10 (Thickness). For an edge e in X, the thickness of e is the number of squares of X which contain e.
Observe that a horizontal edge of X always has thickness equal to two. Since X is Brady-Meier, we have Lemma 2.11 ( [Kri18] ). Every edge of of X has thickness at least two.
Definition 2.12 (Paths, lines). Recall that a path in a space Z is a continuous map from a closed interval to Z. A combinatorial path (see [MW05] for instance) is a map of graphs ρ : P → Γ, where P is a subdivided compact interval and Γ is a graph. Further, all our combinatorial paths will be assumed to be immersions of graphs. P is always assumed to be oriented. When there is no confusion about Γ, we will refer to ρ : P → Γ as the path P . Unless mentioned to the contrary, a path between two vertices of X or X is a combinatorial path. Unless mentioned to the contrary, a path between two vertices of X or X is a combinatorial path. A segment is an embedded combinatorial path. Note that any compact graph homeomorphic to an interval is the image of a segment. We will often call such graphs as segments. A cycle is an immersion of graphs φ : C → Γ, where C is a subdivided circle. We will often denote it by C. A line is an isometric embedding R → X (with the CAT(0) metric), while a ray is an isometric embedding of [0, ∞). A combinatorial line is an isometric embedding of graphs R → X 1 , where R is the real line subdivided at integer intervals. We will only consider combinatorial lines that are also lines (in the CAT(0) metric). We next divide the set of lines in X into the following three types.
Definition 2.14. A vertical line is a combinatorial line contained in a vertical tree. A tubular line is one that is parallel to a vertical hyperplane in the first cubical neighbourhood of the hyperplane. A transversal line is a line that hits at least two vertical trees.
Observe that a given line can be both vertical and tubular. We note that a tubular line that is not vertical is disjoint from the vertical 1-skeleton and hits any horizontal edge at most at one point, while a transversal line hits at least one vertical hyperplane (in exactly one point).
Regular neighbourhoods and regular spheres
Recall that a cell of a square complex is either a vertex, an edge or a square. Definition 3.2 (Cubical subdivisions). The first cubical subdivision Z (1) of a square complex Z is a square complex obtained by subdividing Z in the following way: Each edge of Z is subdivided into two edges with the midpoint of the initial edge forming a new vertex. Each square of Z is subdivided into four squares of equal area by taking the center of the square as a new vertex and taking four new edges between the center of the square and each of the midpoints of the edges of the square. The n th cubical subdivision Z (n) of Z is the first cubical subdivision of Z (n−1) .
We will now define an abstract neighbourhood for a combinatorial path in a square complex. The path may not embed in the square complex, but it will embed in its abstract neighbourhood. Fix a combinatorial path ρ from P to the 1-skeleton of a square complex Z. Here the path may or may not be a cycle. We allow P to be a combinatorial ray or a combinatorial line. We remind the reader that ρ is an immersion of graphs. We will consider ρ as a map from P to the 1-skeleton of Z (2) , the second cubical subdivision of Z.
Definition 3.3. The regular neighbourhood N (P ) of P in a square complex Z is a square complex constructed as follows. Let c be a cell of Z (2) . We take one copy of c for each component of ρ −1 (c) (see Figure 1 ). The adjacency of cells is given by the adjacency of arcs of P , where each arc is a component of the pre-image of a cell of Z (2) .
Since ρ restricted to each arc of the pre-image of a cell of Z (2) is an (isometric) embedding, we observe: Fact 3.4. There is a natural embedding of P in N (P ) such that ρ factors through this embedding.
Thus, if ρ is an embedding, then N (P ) embeds in Z, since ρ −1 (c) of any cell c contains a single component.
The reason for choosing the second cubical subdivision instead of the first in the definition of N (P ) is to make it easier to define certain operations (see Definition 3.7).
Definition 3.5. The regular sphere around P , denoted by ∂N (P ), is the union of all cells of N (P ) that are disjoint from P . Man10] ). Let Γ 1 and Γ 2 be graphs. Let v 1 ∈ Γ 1 and v 2 ∈ Γ 2 be vertices of equal valence, say k. Let φ i : {1, · · · , k} → adj(v i ) be a labelling of the vertices adjacent to v i , i = 1, 2. Then the spliced graph Γ 1 (v1,φ1) (v2,φ2) Γ 2 is defined as a quotient of Γ 1 \s tar(v 1 ) Γ 2 \s tar(v 2 ), where φ 1 (j) is glued to φ 2 (j), for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. If v 1 = v 2 are vertices in Γ 1 as above, then we define the self-spliced graph (v1,φ1) (v2,φ2) Γ 1 as a quotient of Γ 1 \ (s tar(v 1 ) ∪s tar(v 2 )), where φ 1 (j) is glued to φ 2 (j), for 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Recall that the dipole graph of order d is a multigraph consisting of two vertices and d edges joining them. Let e be an edge of a nonpositively curved square complex Z with endpoints u and v. We can now state the main result of this subsection.
Lemma 3.8. The regular sphere around e is homeomorphic to the spliced graph of the regular spheres around u and v with the natural labelling induced by the squares containing e.
Proof. Let m be the midpoint of e. Then m is a vertex after a subdivision of the square complex. Observe that ∂N (m) is homeomorphic to a dipole graph of order d, where d is the thickness of e. Let e a be the initial half-edge of e and e b its second-half. Then e a and e b meet ∂N (m) at distinct vertices of valence d, which we will also call e a and e b respectively (see Figure 2) . Thus ∂N (m) \s tar(e a ) ∪s tar(e b ) is a disjoint union of d segments, one for each square that contains e.
Similarly, e a (e b ) meets ∂N (u) (∂N (v)) at a vertex of valence d, see Figure 2 . So ∂N (u) \s tar(e a ) (∂N (v) \s tar(e b )) is a graph with d 'hanging' edges: edges with one of their endpoints having valence one. We thus see that ∂N (e) ∼ = ∂N (u) \s tar(e a ) ∂N (v) \s tar(e b )/ ∼ with the natural gluing.
3.2. The regular sphere around a combinatorial path. Henceforth, till the end of Section 3, Z is either X or X. Assume that P is not a vertex. Let e be an edge in P . If P is not a cycle, then P is a concatenation of paths P 1 , e and P 2 . If P is a cycle, we denote the connected complement ofe by P 1 .
Lemma 3.9. The regular sphere around P is homeomorphic to a (1) spliced graph of the regular spheres around P 1 and P 2 (with labelling induced by the squares containing e) if P is not a cycle, and (2) self-spliced graph of the regular sphere around P 1 (with labelling induced by the squares containing e) if P is a cycle.
The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.8.
3.3. Connected regular spheres. For the rest of the section, P will always be a non-cyclic path. We recall that Z is either X or X and P is either a compact interval, a combinatorial ray or a combinatorial line.
Recall that a point y of a topological space Y is said to be a cut point of Y if Y \ {y} is not connected.
Lemma 3.10. The regular sphere around any vertex or the midpoint of any edge of Z is connected and has no cut points if and only if Z is Brady-Meier.
We now state the main result of the section.
Proposition 3.11. If P is compact, then the regular sphere around P is connected and has no cut points.
The proof requires the following lemma. It was observed in [CM11] , but they do not give a proof.
Lemma 3.12. Let Γ 1 and Γ 2 be connected graphs with no cut points. Suppose that Γ is the spliced graph Γ 1 (v1,φ1) (v2,φ2) Γ 2 . Then Γ has no cut points.
Proof. First observe that Γ i \s tar(v i ) is connected by assumption. Let v ∈ Γ. We will show that v is not a cut point. Assume that v ∈ Γ 1 . The important case to consider is of a point x = v ∈ Γ 1 . Since Γ 1 \ {v} is connected, there exists a path from x to v 1 in Γ 1 disjoint from v. Let u be a vertex adjacent to v 1 on this path. Then u is glued to a vertex of Γ 2 in Γ. Thus there exists a path from x to Γ 2 disjoint from v.
Proof of Proposition 3.11. The proof is by induction on the length of P . If P is a vertex, then the result is obviously true. Suppose that P is of length at least one. Let e be an edge in P and P 1 and P 2 be subpaths such that P is the concatenation of P 1 , e and P 2 . By induction, the regular sphere around P i has no cut points. Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.12 then give the result for P .
Lemma 3.13. The regular sphere around a combinatorial ray P of X is connected.
Proof. Let v ∈ ∂N (P ). By Lemma 3.9, there exists p ∈ P such that v ∈ ∂N (p). If p 0 denotes the initial point of P , then P is a concatenation of the paths P 1 and P 2 , where P 1 is the subpath of P from p 0 to p and P 2 is its complement. Since ∂N (P 1 ) has no cut points (by Proposition 3.11, there exists a path in ∂N (P 1 ) from v to a point v 0 in ∂N (p 0 ) disjoint from P 2 . Hence the result.
Corollary 3.14 (Rays don't separate). A combinatorial ray of X does not separate X.
The following powerful result for X will be used repeatedly in later sections.
Lemma 3.15 (Path-abundance lemma). Let P be a combinatorial geodesic in X and x ∈ X \ P . Then given p ∈ P , there exists a path α from x to p such that α ∩ P = {p}.
Proof. First note that N (P ) embeds in X, by Fact 3.4. Let γ be a path from x to p. Let γ be the maximal initial subpath of γ such thatγ ∩ P is empty. If γ ends at p, then declare γ = α. Suppose not. Let p be the endpoint of γ . Then P is a concatenation P 1 · [p , p] · P 2 . By Proposition 3.11, the regular sphere around [p , p] has no cut points. In particular, ∂N ([p , p]) \ P 1 is connected. We recall that we denote the point at which
by γ , we note that there exists a path β between γ and P 2 in ∂N ([p, p ]) \ P 1 . Let h be a vertex adjacent to P 2 such that β meets h. Note that h ∈ ∂N (p) \ P 2 . The required path α is a concatenation of γ , β and a path in N (p) from h to p.
Separating and coarsely separating lines
Recall that a subspace Y of a topological space Z separates two points z 1 and z 2 in Z if z 1 and
Definition 4.1 (Separating lines). A separating line in X is a line that separates X.
Given a subspace Y of a metric space Z, recall that N R (Y ) denotes the set of points in Z at distance at most R from Y . 
Since a line is an embedding in X, the regular sphere around a combinatorial line embeds in X, by Fact 3.4. Let h be a vertical hyperplane. Note that h is a combinatorial line in the first cubical subdivision of X.
Definition 4.3. The regular sphere around a non-vertical tubular line L at distance at most 1 2 from a vertical hyperplane h in X is defined to be the regular sphere around h in the first cubical subdivision of X.
Lemma 4.4. Let L be a combinatorial separating line in X and P ⊂ L be a combinatorial subpath. Then L separates ∂N (P ).
Proof. Suppose the lemma is not true. Then note that
By Lemma 3.15, there exist paths α from x to p and β from y to p such that
. Thus x and y are not separated by L for any x, y ∈ X, a contradiction. We warn the reader that there can be more than two half-spaces of a separating line in general. An easy consequence of Lemma 3.15 is the following result:
In fact, we can read the number of half-spaces of L off its regular sphere:
Lemma 4.7. There exists a natural map from the set of half-spaces of L to the set of components of the regular sphere around L. Further, this map is bijective.
Then there exists a path between h 1 and h 2 in the component Y \ L. There also exists a path between h 1 and h 2 through L, since h i ∈ ∂N (L). These two paths between h 1 and h 2 bound a disk D, as X is simply connected, and D ∩ ∂N (L) gives a path between h 1 and h 2 in ∂N (L). The required map is the one that sends a half-space
Proof. Let Y be the half-space of L corresponding to K, by Lemma 4.7. By Lemma 4.6, Y meets e. Let m be the midpoint of e. By Lemma 3.15, there exists a path between any point in the interior of Y to m that does not meet L \ {m}. Hence Y contains a square s that contains e and is as required.
Fact 4.9. It is easy to see that L is a separating line whenever it is tubular. Clearly, if L is not vertical, then it separates the strip that contains it. Otherwise, any strip that contains L induces a component (line) of the regular sphere around L.
Proof. A hyperplane of a CAT(0) cube complex is, after subdivision, a CAT(0) subcomplex [Sag95] . Thus every hyperplane of X is a tree. But since each edge of X is of thickness at least 2 (Lemma 2.11), every hyperplane is an unbounded tree. Observe that if L meets a hyperplane h at exactly one point, then h has points at arbitrarily large distances from L. It is easy to see that Y contains the interior of at least one square s. Choose s such that s meets L. Then the horizontal hyperplane through s meets L at a single point.
Proposition 4.11. L coarsely separates X.
4.2.
Coarsely separating periodic lines.
Definition 4.12. The translation length of an element g ∈ G is the infimum of d(x, gx) over all x ∈ X. An axis of g ∈ G in X is a line L in X such that gL ⊂ L and g moves an element of L by its translation length. A line L in X is periodic if it is an axis of some element of G.
Given g ∈ G, an axis in X of g always exists (see Theorem II.6.8 of [BH99] for details).
Lemma 4.13. Given a combinatorial periodic line L, either L is vertical, or each vertical subpath of L is compact.
Proof. Let g ∈ G be such that gL ⊂ L. Suppose that a vertical component of L is not compact, and hence contains a ray γ. Let e be an edge of L adjacent to γ. Then either g or g −1 sends e into γ. Since G sends vertical edges to vertical edges, e is vertical. Continuing this way, we conclude that L is vertical.
The main result of this subsection is the following: Proposition 4.14. A periodic coarsely separating combinatorial line L of X separates X.
The proof uses the following lemma. Recall that h
+1 is the first cubical neighbourhood of a hyperplane h.
Proof of Proposition 4.14. If L is contained in h +1 for some vertical hyperplane h, then L is tubular and hence separating (Fact 4.9. So assume that L is not contained in h +1 for any vertical hyperplane h. Suppose that L does not separate. Let Y = X be the unique half-space of L. By Lemma 4.15, Y \ L +k is connected for all k, implying that L does not coarsely separate.
The proof of Lemma 4.15 requires some work. For the rest of the subsection, we fix a periodic combinatorial line L and a half-space Y of L such that L is not contained in h +1 for any vertical hyperplane in Y .
Remark 4.16. By Lemma 13.15 of [HW08] , L +k is convex for any k.
Proof. Suppose there exists a vertical hyperplane h such that h ∩ L +k is not compact. Let T be the underlying Bass-Serre tree of the tree of spaces structure of X. By Lemma 4.13, the image of L in T is either a point or a line. We first claim that L is vertical. This follows from the fact that the image of h in T is a point and a ray of h is at finite Hausdorff distance from a ray of L.
Let α be the path in T between the image of h and the image of L. Let h be the unique vertical hyperplane tangent to L such that its image in T lies in α. Then it is easy to see that h +1 ∩ L contains a ray. It then follows that L ⊂ h +1 as both h and L are periodic and G acts freely on X. This is a contradiction.
We will denote by ∂L +k the set of all cells in L +k disjoint from L +(k−1) .
Lemma 4.20. Let v be a vertex in ∂L +k . Then exactly one of the following holds. No edge at v meets L Before proving Lemma 4.15, we will have to prove
Lemma 4.22. Suppose that σ 1 and σ 2 are horizontal. Then σ 1 ∩ σ 2 is a singleton.
Proof. Let v be a vertex in σ 1 ∩ σ 2 . If (1) or (2) of Lemma 4.20 holds at {v}, we are done. If (3) holds, observe that any horizontal edge f in σ 1 is in the first cubical neighbourhood of exactly two horizontal hyperplanes, h 1 and h, where h meets L +k .
By Lemma 4.19, σ i is compact whenever it is vertical. Thus, σ 1 ∩ σ 2 is always compact.
Proof. If σ 1 ∩ σ 2 contains an edge, then by Lemma 4.22, σ 1 and σ 2 are both vertical. Then either (1) or (2) of Lemma 4.20 holds at the terminal vertex v. If (1) holds, then v is terminal in both σ 1 and σ 2 . If (2) holds (see Figure 4) , then it is easy to see that v is terminal in one of the two segments.
Proof of Lemma 4.21. Let v be a terminal vertex of σ 1 ∩ σ 2 . Let e i be the edge incident to v such that the hyperplane h i passes through v. We have three cases given by Lemma 4.20.
Case 1. Only one vertical edge f incident to v lies in ∂L +k . Since X is Brady-Meier, there exists a path β in link(v) \ {f } between e 1 and e 2 . The projection of β to ∂{v} +1 hits the other endpoints of e 1 and e 2 , which lie in ∂L +(k+1) . Further, β and thus its projection are disjoint from L +k . Hence the result.
Case 2. Two vertical edges f 1 and f 2 incident to v lie in ∂L +k . By Lemma 4.23, either σ 1 , say, is horizontal or v is terminal in σ 1 . Thus one of the edges, say f 2 , does not lie in σ 1 . Let β be a path in link(v) \ {f 1 } between e 1 and e 2 . Since f 2 does not lie in σ 1 , β and its projection to ∂{v} +1 is disjoint from σ 1 . If f 2 does not lie in σ 2 or β is disjoint from f 2 , then we are done as the projection of β gives the required path in ∂L +(k+1) . If not, then we repeat the procedure at v , the other endpoint of f 2 . We continue until the path no longer meets the compact σ 2 . Hence the result. Case 3. Only horizontal edges incident to v lie in ∂L +k . Let f be the vertical edge incident to v and contained in L +k . Let β be a path between e 1 and e 2 in link(v) \ {f }. Then β is disjoint from L +k and so is its projection to ∂{v} +1 .
We are now ready to prove Lemma 4.15.
Proof of Lemma 4.15. The proof is by induction.
is contained in the union of L +k and the first cubical neighbourhoods of hyperplanes tangent to L +k , by Fact 4.18. Thus given two vertices u and u in Y ∩ ∂L +(k+1) , there exist hyperplanes h and h tangent to
By the induction assumption, there exists a path between σ and σ in ∂L +k . This implies that there exists a finite sequence of tangent
is nonempty. Lemma 4.21 then implies that u and u lie in a component of ∂L k+1 . Hence the result.
A crossing criterion for lines
Definition 5.1 (Crossing of lines). Let L and L be two separating lines of X. We say that
Note that two disjoint lines don't cross. Thus a vertical line and a tubular line that is not vertical never cross. We will see later that in fact no vertical line crosses a tubular line. Two intersecting lines may or may not cross. The main goal of this section is to obtain the following criterion for the crossing of two lines. (1) L ∩ L = P is non-empty and compact and
Throughout this section, L and L are two separating combinatorial lines and P denotes their intersection. The following three lemmas are consequences of the Brady-Meier property of X and the path-abundance lemma (Lemma 3.15), and we omit the proofs.
Lemma 5.3. If P is either empty or non-compact, then L and L don't cross. Before we go to the proof of Proposition 5.2, we will collect a couple of results about graphs without cut points as ∂N (P ) has no cut points whenever P is compact (Proposition 3.11).
5.1. Graphs with no cut points. We fix a connected graph Γ in this subsection such that Γ has no cut points. We further assume that Γ contains at least one edge. A cut pair is a pair of points that separates Γ.
We now draw the attention of the reader to certain similarities between cut pairs in Γ and separating lines in X. If {a, b} is a cut pair, then a half-space of {a, b} is the closure of a component of Γ \ {a, b}. The first result is analogous to Lemma 4.6.
Lemma 5.6. Let Y be a half-space of a cut pair {a, b}. Then {a, b} ⊂ Y .
Proof. Since Γ is connected, at least one of the two, say a, is contained in Y . If b is not contained in Y , then a is a cut point as a separates Y from b.
The second result is analogous to Lemma 5.4.
Lemma 5.7 (Lemma 2.3 (1), [Cas16] ). Let {a, b} and {a , b } be cut pairs in Γ. Then {a , b } separates {a, b} if and only if {a, b} separates {a , b }.
Corollary 5.8 (Lemma 2.3 (3), [Cas16] ). Let {a, b} and {a , b } be cut pairs in Γ. If there exist at least three half-spaces of {a, b}, then {a , b } is not separated by {a, b}.
The criterion.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. By Lemma 4.4, both L and L separate ∂N (P ). Suppose that P is compact and L ∩ ∂N (P ) separates L ∩ ∂N (P ). Then by Corollary 5.8, L separates ∂N (P ) into exactly two components. This implies that L has exactly two half-spaces as each half-space of L meets P , by Lemma 4.6. This in turn implies that different components of
For the converse, note that if P is not compact then L and L don't cross, by Lemma 5.3. Similarly, if
6. Cyclic splittings and separating lines Definition 6.1. A group G splits over a subgroup H if G decomposes as a nontrivial free product with amalgamation over H or as an HNN extension over H. Recall that a decomposition of G either as a free product with amalgamation or as an HNN extension is known as an elementary splitting of G.
Proposition 6.2 ([Ser80])
. G splits over H if and only if G acts without edge inversions on an unbounded tree T such that H is the stabiliser of some edge of T and there exists no proper G-invariant subtree of T .
As a consequence of Proposition 4.14, we have the following application of a result of Papasoglu:
. Let H be a cyclic subgroup over which G splits. Suppose that a vertical line L is an axis of H. Then L is a separating line that does not cross any of its translates.
Lemma 6.4. Let L be a periodic line that separates X and does not cross any of its translates. Then there exists an unbounded G-tree T L and a vertex in T L whose stabiliser is the stabiliser of L. Further, there exists no proper G-invariant subtree of T L .
The construction of such a dual tree when L has exactly 2 half-spaces and is disjoint from all its translates is standard. In that case, the dual tree is bipartite and is constructed as follows: each component of X \ g∈G gL defines a black vertex while each translate of L defines a white vertex. The adjacency is given by containment: a white vertex is adjacent to a black vertex if it is contained in the closure of the black vertex.
In our case, L may not be disjoint from its translates and may have more than two half-spaces. This necessitates a more careful treatment, but the underlying idea is still the same. Our construction in fact coincides with the above standard construction when L is disjoint from its translates and has only two half-spaces.
We start with an observation that will be used in the proof.
Lemma 6.5. Let L 1 and L 2 be separating lines that don't cross. Given half-spaces
The required tree T L will be the CAT(0) cube complex dual to a space with walls. Recall that Definition 6.6 ([HP98]). A wall on a nonempty set Z is a partition of Z into two subsets. Z is a space with walls if Z is endowed with a collection of walls such that any two points of Z are separated by finitely many walls.
Remark 6.7. The two subsets that define a wall are known as half-spaces in the literature. Note that we have already used this terminology for separating lines. Separating lines in X do define walls, as we will show below. We will refer to a half-space associated to a wall as a half-space of the space with walls.
We quickly recall some terminology of spaces with walls before going to the proof of Lemma 6.4. We refer the reader to [Nic04] for futher details.
Definition 6.8. Let Z be a space with walls. An ultrafilter on Z is a nonempty collection ω of half-spaces of Z that satisfy the following conditions:
(1) A ∈ ω and A ⊂ B imply that B ∈ ω and (2) exactly one of A and A c is contained in ω.
Lemma 6.9. If ω is an ultrafilter of Z and A, B ∈ ω, then A and B are not disjoint.
For a z ∈ Z, the principal ultrafilter σ z is defined to be the set of half-spaces of Z that contain z. An ultrafilter ω of Z is said to be almost principal if for some (and therefore for any) z ∈ Z, the symmetric difference between ω and σ z is finite. 
Except for the half-spaces of these lines, a half-space contains y 1 if and only if it contains L. Hence σ y1 ω L is finite. It is straightforward to check that stab(L) = stab(ω L ).
Lemma 4.10 implies that T L is unbounded as a vertex at maximal distance from ω L will contain a half-space that does not contain a translate of L in its interior.
There is no proper G-invariant subtree of T L . Now T L is spanned as a tree by the principal ultrafilters of Z L , by Proposition 4.8 of [Nic04] . It thus suffices to prove that no subtree spanned by a proper subset of the set of principal ultrafilters is G-invariant. Choose y i ∈ Y i ∩ Z L such that there exists a path α from y i to L withα ⊂ Z L . Then observe that any principal ultrafilter σ y is a translate of σ yi , for some i. Thus, if a proper subtree is G-invariant, then it has to miss at least one σ yi , say σ y1 . But this is not possible as the interior of Y 1 contains at least one translate of L, by Lemma 4.10.
Proposition 6.10. Let H be a cyclic subgroup of G and L an axis of H in X. Suppose that L is a separating line that does not cross any of its translates and that H is equal to the stabiliser of a proper subset of the set of half-spaces of L. Then G splits over H. obtained by first identifying for each h ∈ H and i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, vertices ω i and hω i , and then extending equivariantly. It is easy to check that T is a tree that satisfies the conditions of Proposition 6.2 for H.
A cyclic subgroup H of G that satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 6.10 is a geometric splitting subgroup.
Proposition 6.11. Let H be a cyclic subgroup of G over which G splits. If H has a vertical axis in X then there exists a geometric splitting subgroup H commensurable with H.
Proof. Let
L be an axis of H satisfying Lemma 6.3. Observe that H is contained in the stabiliser of L which is a cyclic subgroup. Choose a half-space Y of L and let H be the largest subgroup of the stabiliser of L that preserves Y . Then by Proposition 6.10, H is as required.
Vertical cycles and cyclic splittings
In this section, we will examine splittings induced by vertical lines in X. Recall that a cycle (Definition 2.12) is an immersion of graphs φ : C → Γ, where C is a subdivided circle. From now on, throughout the text, unless mentioned otherwise, Γ will be a vertex graph X s of X and so C is a vertical cycle.
Remark 7.1. The map φ is π 1 -injective. Indeed, π 1 (C) injects into π 1 (X s ) [Sta83] and π 1 (X s ) injects into the fundamental group of X in the graph of groups setup [Ser80] . By abuse of notation, we will often call the liftφ : C → X as the line C. Since the projection of the regular neighbourhood of a path onto the path is a deformation retraction, we have:
Definition 7.4. A cyclic path is an immersed combinatorial path ρ : P → X s such that the initial and terminal vertices of P have the same image while the initial and terminal edges of P have distinct images.
A cyclic path P induces a quotient cycle φ P : C P → X s , where C P is the quotient of P obtained by gluing the initial and terminal vertices and defining φ P ([x]) := ρ(x).
Definition 7.5 (Fundamental domain of a cycle). Let φ : C → X s be a cycle. A cyclic path ρ C : P C → X s with induced quotient cycle C P C is said to be a fundamental domain of C if the following diagram commutes.
Remark 7.6. It is easy to see that for the action of π 1 (C) on C, a lift P C of P C is a fundamental domain of C in the usual sense.
Definition 7.7. Let P C be a fundamental domain of a cycle C. Let u and v be the initial and terminal vertices of P C and a and b the initial and terminal edges. Let b u be the vertex of ∂N (u) that meets b and a v the vertex of ∂N (v) that meets a. The orthogonal sphere around P C , denoted by ∂ orth N (P C ), is defined as the closure of
Let C be a lift of C and P C ⊂ C of P C . Then note that Fact 7.8. The natural map from P C ∼ = P C → C induces an embedding of graphs ∂ orth N (P C ) → ∂N ( P C )\ C ⊂ ∂N ( C) as a deformation retract. Further , ∂ orth N (P C ) is connected if and only if ∂N ( P C ) \ C is connected.
It thus follows from Lemma 7.3 that Lemma 7.9. The regular sphere around a cycle C is isomorphic to the quotient of the orthogonal sphere around a fundamental domain P C of C with the natural gluing induced by π 1 (C).
Let ρ C : P C → X s and e an edge in P C . By Corollary 4.8, we have:
Lemma 7.10. Let K be a component of ∂ orth N (P C ). Then there exists a square s in N (P C ) that meets e and s ∩ ∂ orth N (P C ) ⊂ K. Definition 7.11. A cycle C is a UC-separating cycle if C is a separating line. C is strongly UC-separating if ∂N (C) is not connected.
By Lemma 4.4, we have
Lemma 7.12. If C is a UC-separating cycle, then ∂ orth N (P C ) is not connected.
Lemma 7.13. C is strongly UC-separating if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) C is a UC-separating cycle and (2) π 1 (C) does not act transitively on the set of half-spaces of C. Definition 7.14. A cycle φ : C → X s is an n th -power of the cycle φ : C → X s if there exists an n-fold covering map ψ : C → C such that the following diagram commutes.
Lemma 7.15. Let N be such that the thickness of any edge of X is at most N . Given a UC-separating cycle C, there exists n ≤ N such that the regular sphere around an n th power of C is not connected.
Proof. By Corollary 4.8, the number of half-spaces of C is at most N . Thus there exists a subgroup H of index at most N of π 1 (C) that does not act transitively on the set of half-spaces of C. The required cycle C is the quotient of C by H.
Definition 7.16. Let ρ C : P C → X s be a fundamental domain of a cycle C. A subcycle of C is the quotient cycle of a cyclic path ρ C | P : P → X s with P ⊂ P C .
Observe that if C is an n th -power of C, then C is a subcycle of C . We will often use this fact.
Definition 7.17. A UC-separating cycle C has a self-crossing if C and a translate cross.
Definition 7.18. A cycle C is a splitting cycle if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) C is strongly UC-separating, (2) π 1 (C) is equal to the stabiliser of a proper subset of the set of half-spaces of C, and (3) C has no self-crossings.
Remark 7.19. By Proposition 6.10, G splits over π 1 (C) whenever C is a splitting cycle.
We will now examine when C can have self-crossings. We start with the following.
Lemma 7.20. Let L 1 and L 2 be vertical lines of X stabilised by H 1 and H 2 respectively. Let n i be the translation length of a generator of H i . If the length of P = L 1 ∩ L 2 is at least LCM(n 1 , n 2 ), then P = L 1 .
Proof. Suppose that P contains a segment of length LCM(n 1 , n 2 ) = k. Let v be a terminal point of P . Choose generators h 1 ∈ H 1 and h 2 ∈ H 2 such that h i (v) ∈ P . Since the length of P is at least k, h
In particular, for a cycle C, if g · C = C, then P = g · C ∩ C embeds in C. Definition 7.22. A segment P C is said to be a component of self-intersection of C if there exists a translate g C = C such that the projection to C of C ∩ g C is equal to P . We say that there is a self-crossing of C at P if there exists a g ∈ G such that C ∩ g C = P and C and g C cross.
Fact 7.23. Let P ⊂ C be a segment so that a lift of P in C is isomorphic to P (and hence also denoted by P ). Then ∂N (P ) ∩ ∂N (C) ∂N (P ) \ C. In other words, there is a self-crossing at P only if g C meets different components of ∂N (P ) ∩ ∂N (C), by Proposition 5.2. Lemma 7.24. A splitting cycle is strongly UC-separating and has no self-crossing at any component of self-intersection.
Also, splitting cycles capture all 'vertical' splittings upto commensurability:
Lemma 7.25. Let H be a cyclic subgroup over which G splits with a vertical axis. Then there exists a splitting cycle C such that π 1 (C) is commensurable with a conjugate of H.
Proof. By Proposition 6.11, H is commensurable with a geometric splitting subgroup H . Let L be a vertical axis for H. The required splitting cycle is obtained by taking the quotient of L by H .
As an immediate consequence, we have Lemma 7.26. Given a UC-separating cycle C with no self-crossings, there exists a splitting cycle C such that π 1 (C) and π 1 (C ) are commensurable.
Universally elliptic splittings
Recall that a subgroup H of G is elliptic in a G-tree T if H fixes a point in T .
Lemma 8.1 (Elliptic splittings). Let H 1 and H 2 be cyclic subgroups over which G splits. Let L i be an axis of H i in X. H 1 is elliptic in the Bass-Serre tree of the elementary splitting over H 2 if and only if given any translate gL 2 of L 2 , L 1 and gL 2 don't cross.
Proof. Note that if L 1 and gL 2 don't cross for any g, then L 1 is contained in a half-space of gL 2 for each g. Thus for x ∈ L 1 \ L 2 , the stabiliser of σ x in the dual tree T L2 (Lemma 6.4) of L 2 contains H 1 and hence H 1 is elliptic in T L2 . The Bass-Serre tree T 2 of the elementary splitting over H 2 is obtained from T L2 by a sequence of G-equivariant gluings of edges of T L2 . Thus H 1 remains elliptic in T 2 . Conversely, if there exists g such that L 1 and gL 2 cross, then g −1 H 1 g is hyperbolic in the dual tree T L2 and hence in T 2 .
Remark 8.2. Since G is one-ended, H 1 is elliptic in the Bass-Serre tree of the elementary splitting over H 2 if and only if H 2 is elliptic in the Bass-Serre tree of the elementary splitting over H 1 , see Theorem 2.1 of [RS97] .
Definition 8.3 ([GL16])
. A cyclic splitting of G over the subgroup H is universally elliptic if H is elliptic in the Bass-Serre tree of any cyclic splitting of G. We then say that H is a universally elliptic subgroup. Analogously, a splitting cycle C is universally elliptic if π 1 (C) is universally elliptic.
A splitting induced by a transversal line can never be universally elliptic:
Lemma 8.4. Let H be a cyclic subgroup over which G splits. Suppose that an axis of H is transversal in X. Then H is not universally elliptic.
Proof. Let L be a transversal axis of H. By definition, there exists a vertical hyperplane h such that L ∩ h is a singleton. Since h separates X and is either equal to or disjoint from its translates, it induces a splitting of G. Let T be the Bass-Serre tree of the splitting. Let e be the edge stabilised by the stabiliser of h. Note that the image of e under H then spans a line of T . Hence, H is not elliptic in T .
Splittings induced by vertical lines need more careful treatment. They may or may not cross other vertical or transversal lines which induce splittings. We present below one sufficient condition for a splitting induced by a vertical line (cycle) to be universally elliptic.
Proposition 8.5. Let L be a line that separates X into at least three half-spaces. Then a subgroup of the stabiliser of L is universally elliptic.
Proof. Let L be a separating line such that L and L meet at a compact segment P . Since ∂N (P ) \ L has at least 3 components, by Corollary 5.8, L ∩ ∂N (P ) lies in a component of ∂N (P ) \ L. Hence, L and L don't cross. In particular, L does not cross any of its translates. Let H be a maximal subgroup of the stabiliser of L that preserves a half-space of L. Then by Proposition 6.10, G splits over H and H is universally elliptic. Definition 9.1. Let ρ : P → X be a combinatorial path. Let e be an edge in X and e an edge in ρ −1 (e). Denote also by e the image of e in N (P ). Given a square s in X containing e, denote by s ( Figure 5 ) the union of all squares meeting e in N (P ) whose image in X is contained in s. Then the pre-image of s around e in ∂N (P ) is defined as the segment s ∩ ∂N (P ).
Recall that the orthogonal sphere of any fundamental domain P C of a UC-separating cycle C contains at least two components (Lemma 7.12). By Lemma 7.10, for each component K of ∂ orth N (P C ) and each edge e in P C with image e in X, there exists a square s containing e such that the pre-image of s around e lies in K.
Definition 9.2 (Repetitive cycles). Let C be a UC-separating vertical cycle. C is a k-repetitive cycle if there exists a vertical edge e in X and a fundamental domain P C of C such that
(1) at least k distinct edges e 1 , · · · , e k of P C are mapped to e, and (2) for each square s containing e, there exists a component K of ∂ orth N (P C ) such that for each i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, the pre-image of s around e i in ∂N (P C ) lies in K.
Intuitively, if C is k-repetitive, then the squares at e do not 'mix' in the components of ∂ orth N (P C ). In other words, the notion of repetitiveness requires the cycle to not only 'repeat' itself along some edges (Condition 1), but also to ensure that the partitions induced by the cycle on the set of squares containing e i coincide. Note that the definition depends on a choice of a fundamental domain, as illustrated in Figure 6 .
The following property of lifts of repetitive cycles will be crucial for the rest of the article. In fact, this is the only property of repetitive cycles that we will use. Lemma 9.4. Let C be a k-repetitive cycle. Then there exists an edgeẽ in X and distinct elements g 1 , · · · , g k ∈ G such that (1) for each i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, g i C containsẽ, (2) for each i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, the translation length of g i is strictly less than the length of C, and (3) any two squaress ands that containẽ are either separated by all translates g i C for i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, or by none of them.
Proof. Let C be k-repetitive with fundamental domain P C so that there exist edges e 1 , · · · , e k in P C that satisfy the conditions of Definition 9.2. Let P C ⊂ C denote a lift of P C in X. Denoteẽ 1 in P C byẽ. Since the edgesẽ i in P C all have the same image e in X, there exist 1 = g 1 , · · · , g k such that g iẽi =ẽ. Then clearly, for each i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, the translation length of g i is strictly less than the length of C and g i C containsẽ. Lets ands be two squares that containẽ. Then the squares g 
Figure 6. C is 3-repetitive with the fundamental domain P C but not with the fundamental domain P C As a consequence, we have the following useful result when at least two of the translates in the above lemma are not equal. Let k ≥ 2 and assume that C is a k-repetitive cycle. Let g 1 , · · · , g k ∈ G be as in Lemma 9.4. Lemma 9.5. Suppose that at least two translates g i C and g j C are distinct. Then C separates X into exactly two half-spaces.
We will need the following result on graphs with no cut points to prove the lemma.
Lemma 9.6. Let Γ be a graph with no cut points. Let {a, b} and {a , b } be cut pairs. Suppose there exist points h 1 , h 2 , h 3 ∈ Γ \ {a, b, a , b } such that they are pairwise separated by {a, b} and also pairwise separated by {a , b }. Then {a, b} = {a , b }.
Compare with Lemma 3.8 of [Bow98] . Proof of Lemma 9.5. After a re-ordering if necessary, we assume that C = g 1 C and g 2 C are distinct. By Lemma 4.7, it is enough to show that ∂N (C) has exactly two components.
By Corollary 7.21, the segment S = C ∩ g 2 C is compact. Suppose that C has at least three half-spaces. Then both ∂N (S) \ C and ∂N (S) \ g 2 C have at least three components, by Lemma 3.15. This means that there exist three squaress,s ands containingẽ that meet different components of both ∂N (S) \ C and ∂N (S) \ g 2 C, by Corollary 4.8 (as any pair of squares atẽ are either separated by both lines or by none, by Lemma 9.4). Lemma 9.6 then implies that ∂N (S) ∩ C = ∂N (S) ∩ g 2 C, which is a contradiction. Definition 9.7. A vertical cycle φ : C → X s is primitive if it is not a non-trivial power of any cycle.
Corollary 9.8. A lift in X of a primitive k-repetitive cycle separates X into exactly two half-spaces whenever k ≥ 2.
Proof. When C is primitive, the element g 2 that movesẽ 2 toẽ 1 in P C does not preserve C. This is because the translation length of g 2 is strictly less than the translation length of the generator of π 1 (C). If g 2 ∈ stab( C), then < g 2 > and π 1 (C) are contained in a common cyclic subgroup and hence π 1 (C) stab( C), contradicting the fact that C is primitive. Hence g 2 C = C. Lemma 9.5 then gives the result.
We will end the section with a crucial result that bounds the length of non-repetitive UC-separating cycles. Let E denote the number of vertical edges of X and F denote the number of squares of X.
Proposition 9.9 (Long cycles are repetitive). Let C be a vertical UC-separating cycle with length at least
Proof. The key ingredient in the proof is the pigeonhole principle. We apply it twice to show that C satisfies both the conditions of Definition 9.2. We give the details below. Fix a fundamental domain P C of C. Since there are E vertical edges in X, by the pigeonhole principle, there exists an edge e in X such that n oriented edges e 1 , . . . , e n of C are mapped to e, with n ≥ (k −1)2 F (F +1)/2 +1. Let λ ≤ F be the thickness of e. Note that the number of components µ of ∂ orth N (P C ) is at most λ, by Lemma 7.10. We would like to show that there exist k edges out of e 1 , · · · , e n for which the conditions of Definition 9.2 are satisfied. Denote by A(λ, µ) the number of ways in which the squares s 1 , · · · , s λ containing e can be partitioned into exactly µ nonempty subsets. If n > (k − 1)A(λ, µ), then by the pigeonhole principle, k edges which satisfy the conditions of Definition 9.2 exist. Since n ≥ (k − 1)2 F (F +1)/2 + 1 and λ ≤ F , it is enough to show that A(λ, µ) ≤ 2 λ(λ+1)/2 . Note that if µ = 1, then A(λ, µ) = 1 for any λ. Also, since no subset of the partition of the squares can be empty, any subset can contain at most λ − µ + 1 squares. Hence we have
3-repetitive cycles and crossings
The main result of the section is the following.
Proposition 10.1. Let C be a primitive UC-separating vertical cycle that is 3-repetitive. Then there exists a periodic separating line L in X such that L and C cross.
If C has self-crossings, then by definition, C and a translate cross, and there is nothing to show. The nontrivial part is to show that one such line exists even when C has no self-crossings. Henceforth, till the end of this section, C refers to a primitive 3-repetitive cycle C with no self-crossings.
The key idea behind the proof is the following. By Corollary 9.8, C separates X into exactly two half-spaces. Further, by Lemma 9.4, since C is 3-repetitive, there exists an edge in X along which three translates of C meet. We will show that one of these translates separates the other two. The periodic line L will then be constructed by ensuring that it meets both the separated translates outside the central translate. This implies that L crosses the central translate of C. We give details below.
10.1. Lifts of C. Fix a fundamental domain P C of C and edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 with image e in X s satisfying the conditions of Definition 9.2. Let d be the thickness of e. Denote also by e a lift of the edge e in a vertex graph X s of X such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, there exist L i = g i C that satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 9.4. Thus 
After a re-ordering if necessary, assume that Y 1 ⊂ Y 2 ⊂ Y 3 . We then have:
10.2. The main result. Fix orientations on L 1 , L 2 , L 3 such that they agree on e. As L 1 ∩ L 2 is bounded, we can choose an element h 1 in the stabiliser of L 1 such that
(1) h 1 (Y 1 ) = Y 1 (and thus h 1 (Y 1 ) = Y 1 ), and (2) h 1 (e) lies in L 1 \ L 2 before e in the orientation of L 1 . Recall that h 1 acts by translation on L 1 . Similarly, choose an element h 3 in the stabiliser of L 3 such that
(
Let L be the axis of h = h 3 · h −1 1 in the vertical tree X s that contains e. L is periodic by definition. Observe that Lemma 10.6. L contains h 1 (e) and, therefore, h 3 (e) = h (h 1 (e)).
Proof. Suppose that h 1 (e) does not belong to L . Let h 1 (u) be the initial vertex of h 1 (e) and h 1 (v) the final vertex. Let α be the geodesic from 
, which is a contradiction. Hence h 1 (e) lies in L .
Lemma 10.7. L is a separating line.
Proof. Let C be the cycle obtained by taking the quotient of L by the action of < h >. We will show that C is strongly UC-separating. This will prove that L is separating (see Lemma 7.13).
Let m be the midpoint of e. Subdivide X so that m, h 1 (m) and h 3 (m) are vertices of L . Let σ be the geodesic segment from h 1 (m) to h 3 (m). Since h · h 1 (m) = h 3 (m) and h sends every element in the interior of σ outside σ, σ is a fundamental domain for h acting on L and hence a fundamental domain of C . We will first show that L separates ∂N (σ). Note that
(1) σ = σ 1 · e · σ 3 , where σ 1 is the segment (see Figure 8 ) in L 1 from h 1 (m) to the initial vertex of e and σ 3 is the segment in L 3 from the final vertex of e to h 3 (m). (2) By Lemma 3.9, ∂N (σ) ∼ = ∂N (σ 1 ) ∂N (σ 2 ), with labelling induced by the squares containing e. 1 sends a square containing h 1 (e) in A 1 (B 1 ) to a square containing e in A (B). Similarly, h 3 sends a square in A (B) to A 3 (B 3 ). In other words, there is no path between a point in A 1 and a point in B 3 in the quotient of ∂ orth N (σ) by the action of h . By Lemma 7.9, ∂N (C ) is not connected.
Proof of Proposition 10.1. By Lemma 10.7, L is a separating line. By Lemma 10.6, L crosses L 2 .
An algorithm of double exponential time
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 11.1. There exists an algorithm of double exponential time complexity that takes a Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs X with hyperbolic fundamental group G as input and returns a finite list of splitting cycles that contains all universally elliptic cycles up to commensurability.
For the rest of the article, we will also assume that G is δ-hyperbolic. Denote by ∂ X the Gromov boundary of X. We refer the reader to [BH99] for a background on hyperbolic groups and the Gromov boundary.
As G is hyperbolic and one-ended, Lemma 5.21 of [Bow98] and Proposition 10.1 imply that Proposition 11.2. If C is a primitive 3-repetitive UC-separating cycle, then π 1 (C) is not universally elliptic.
Proof of Theorem 11.1. Let G and X be given as in the statement. First note that by Lemma 8.4, every universally elliptic subgroup H has a vertical axis in X. This implies that there exists a splitting cycle C in X such that π 1 (C) and H are commensurable (Lemma 7.25). Let F be the number of squares of X and E the number of edges. By Proposition 9.9, any UC-separating cycle of length greater than M = 2E(2
) is 3-repetitive. By Proposition 11.2, a universally elliptic cycle C is either of length at most M , or it is a power of a primitive UC-separating cycle C of length at most M . If it is the latter, then C is not universally elliptic because it is not strongly UC-separating. By Lemma 7.15, C is an n th power of C , where n is bounded by the maximal thickness of an edge of C . Thus the length of C is at most F.M .
There exist finitely many cycles of length at most F.M in X. Thus our algorithm takes each cycle from this finite list as input and returns whether this cycle is strongly UC-separating with no self-crossings or not. By Lemma 7.26, we thus have a list of all universally elliptic cycles upto commensurability.
The time taken by this algorithm is calculated as follows:
(1) The number of cycles of length at most F.M is bounded by a number which is exponential in F.M (see [AYZ97] for instance). This is of the order of a double exponential in F as M is itself exponential in F . (2) The regular sphere around a cycle C of length k is a spliced graph of the regular spheres around its k vertices (Lemma 3.9), and the number of vertices and edges in this regular sphere is bounded by a constant times the number F of squares of X. Finding whether this sphere is connected is linear in F , by [HT73] . (3) A cycle C has a self-crossing if there exists self-crossing at a component of self-intersection P ⊂ C (Definition 7.22). There is a self-crossing at P only if a subpath of C meets ∂N (P ) ∩ ∂N (C) in different components (Fact 7.23). This information is available when the regular sphere around C is computed and does not cost any additional time. The algorithm thus takes double exponential time in the number of squares of X.
Constructing a JSJ complex
The goal of this section is to construct from X a tubular graph of graphs X jsj whose graph of groups structure gives the JSJ decomposition of G.
12.1. Splitting cycles as hyperplanes. Let φ : C → X s ⊂ X be a splitting vertical cycle. We will show how to modify X to a tubular graph of graphs X C such that π 1 (X) ∼ = π 1 (X C ) and π 1 (C) is commensurable with the cyclic group generated by a vertical hyperplane of X C .
We perform this construction at the level of universal covers using the machinery of spaces with walls [HP98] (utilised earlier in Section 6). We refer the reader to [Nic04] and [CN05] for details on constructing CAT(0) cube complexes from spaces with walls.
Recall that X is the cube complex dual to the space with walls ( X 0 , H) [Rol16] , where X 0 denotes the 0-skeleton of X and H the set of hyperplanes of X. For our purposes, we slightly modify the space with walls as follows. First we attach a strip S L = R × [0, 1] isomorphically along R × {0} to each translate L of C. Note that there is a natural square structure on S L so that every horizontal hyperplane of X that meets L naturally extends to S L . Let Z be the set of open horizontal half-edges of the union of X and the attached strips. Then the vertical and horizontal hyperplanes of X induce a space with walls (Z, W ).
Note that we do not add the vertical hyperplanes through the strips S L to the collection W . Thus the dual cube complex of (Z, W ) is nothing but X (Theorem 10.3 of [Rol16] ). We now enrich W to W C . The walls in W C are determined by the following:
(i ) the horizontal hyperplanes of X, (ii ) the vertical hyperplanes of X, and (iii ) the G-translates of C.
Note that the elements of type (i ) and (ii ) induce W , where each half-space Y in X of an element of type
Lemma 12.1. (Z, W C ) is a space with walls.
Denote by X C the CAT(0) cube complex dual to Z.
Lemma 12.2. X C is a VH-complex.
The proof uses the following observation, which is a consequence of Lemma 5.5. Proof of Lemma 12.2. Two walls of type (i ) don't cross as two horizontal hyperplanes of X are either equal or disjoint. Similarly, two walls of type (ii ) don't cross. By Lemma 12.3, two walls of type (iii ) don't cross either. Further, a wall of type (ii ) and a wall of type (iii ) don't cross since a vertical line is disjoint from any vertical hyperplane. By Proposition 4.6 of [Nic04] , there exists a bijective correspondence between the hyperplanes of X C and the walls of (Z, W C ). Further, two hyperplanes in X C intersect if and only if the corresponding walls cross. Declare an edge e of X C to be vertical if and only if the hyperplane through e corresponds to a wall of type (i ). Otherwise, declare the edge to be horizontal. No square contains two adjacent edges of the same type as otherwise two hyperplanes of the same type or two hyperplanes of type (ii ) and (iii ) intersect.
Observe that there exists a natural G-equivariant mapη C : X C → X such that the following diagram commutes:
But every vertex of X is a principal ultrafilter, and henceη C (σ ) = σ z for some z. By the way the set of walls W C was defined on Z, we have the following result:
Lemma 12.4. The mapη C has the following properties:
(1) Let c be a cell of X that does not meet any translate of C. Thenη C restricted toη Lemma 12.5. For any z ∈ Z,η −1
is a finite horizontal tree. Further, the edges in the pre-image of σ z are dual to vertical hyperplanes induced by translates of C that meet σ z in X.
Proof. Let σ 1 and σ 2 be two vertices ofη
c } be a wall such that Y ∈ σ 1 and Y c ∈ σ 2 . Then clearly, {Y, Y c } is a wall of type (iii ). Let L be the line that defines {Y, Y c }. We claim that L passes through the vertex σ z in X. If not, then let h be a hyperplane of X that separates L from σ z . Let Y h be a half-space of h that contains the vertex σ z . Then Y h ∈ σ z , the ultrafilter. Clearly, this implies that
Thus either Y ∈ σ 1 and Y ∈ σ 2 or Y c ∈ σ 1 and Y c ∈ σ 2 , a contradiction. So L has to pass through σ z . There are only finitely many translates of C that meet at any given point of X. This proves the result.
Sinceη C is a finite-to-one G-equivariant map, we conclude that Lemma 12.6. G acts geometrically on X C .
Lemma 12.7. Every vertical hyperplane of X C is a line.
Proof. The stabiliser of a vertical hyperplane is the stabiliser of a wall of either type (ii ) or type (iii ), and hence is a cyclic subgroup. Thus every vertical hyperplane is a line.
The complex X C consists of two types of subcomplexes:
• Denote by Z C a connected component of the subcomplex of X C consisting of the union of the first cubical neighbourhood of all hyperplanes corresponding to walls of type (iii). In other words, Z C is a connected component of the closed strips in X C induced by half-spaces of translates of C.
• The second type of subcomplex, denoted by Y C , is the closure of the complement in X C of the G-translates of Z C .
Lemma 12.8. The subcomplex Z C is a tree of finite trees whose underlying treeη C ( Z C ) is a copy of φ(C).
Proof. By Lemma 12.5,η −1 C (σ z ) is a finite tree for every vertex of X, and thus after subdivision, for the midpoint of every edge of X. The horizontal edges of Z C are all dual to hyperplanes of type (iii). Note that η C sends such horizontal edges to vertices and vertical edges to vertical edges (Lemma 12.4). Thusη C ( Z C ) is a tree and Z C is a tree of finite trees.
We now claim thatη C ( Z C ) is a copy of the universal cover of φ(C). Note that φ(C) is a connected union of lines which are translates of C. Sinceη C ( Z C ) is also a union of translates of C with image φ(C) in X,
C (v) meets the strips induced by half-spaces of L and thus these strips are contained in Z C . The image of any such strip underη C is L and thus L ⊂η C ( Z C ).
Define X C := X C /G. By Lemma 12.7, X C is a tubular graph of graphs. The space X C is called the opened-up space of X along C. The G-equivariant mapη C : X C → X induces a map η C : X C → X. Let Y C and Z C denote the respective images of Y C and Z C in X C . We have proved that Lemma 12.9. Z C is a graph of finite trees with underlying graph φ(C) and with the following property: If u ∈ φ(C) is a vertex (or a midpoint of an edge), then the vertex (edge) tree T (u) is the tree dual to Z with the walls induced by translates of C passing through a liftũ of u in X.
We conclude with the following observation:
Lemma 12.10. The opened-up space X C is a union of the subcomplexes Y C and Z C with Y C ∩ Z C consisting of those cells of Y C that are mapped by η C to φ(C).
12.2. Algorithmic construction of X C . The main result of this subsection is the following.
Theorem 12.11. There exists an algorithm of exponential time complexity that takes a Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs X and a splitting cycle φ : C → X as input and returns the opened-up space X C along C as output.
Define a complex Y C as the square complex obtained from X \ φ(C) by "completing the missing cells" as follows: for each vertex or edge x of φ(C), take as many copies of x as the number of squares of X that contain x and add them to the semi-open squares of X \ φ(C) to obtain closed squares. Observe that Lemma 12.12. Y C is isomorphic to Y C .
Therefore in order to costruct X C algorithmically, it only remains to construct Z C . The first result we will need is the following. Fix a lift C of the splitting cycle φ : C → X s ⊂ X. Let K be the number of half-spaces of C in X.
Proposition 12.13. There exists D ∈ N such that for any vertex or (midpoint of an edge) v ∈ C and ∀D ≥ D , the D th cubical neighbourhood {v} +D of v has the following properties:
(1) For each translate g C such that v ∈ g C, g C separates {v} +D into exactly K components. (2) For every g, g ∈ G such that g C = g C and v ∈ g C ∩ g C, g C ∩ {v} +D = g C ∩ {v} +D .
The main ingredient for proving Proposition 12.13 is the following result. Let N be such that the thickness of any edge of X is at most N .
Lemma 12.14. Let C N be a 2 N th power of C and P N a fundamental domain of C N . Then there exists a natural bijection between the set of half-spaces of C and the set of components of ∂ orth N (P N ).
We first prove a preliminary result on the number of connected components of graphs. Let Γ be a graph with no cut points and {a, b} a cut pair. Assume that the valence n of a is equal to the valence of b. We will construct a spliced graph (Definition 3.7) of finitely many copies of Γ. Let φ a : {1, · · · , n} → adj(a) and φ b : {1, · · · , n} → adj(b) denote labellings of vertices adjacent to a and b. For each i ∈ N, let Γ i be a copy of Γ with the corresponding cut pair {a i , b i }. We will denote the labellings on the adjacent vertices by φ ai , φ bi .
Lemma 12.15. Suppose that the number of components of Γ \ {a, b} is equal to the number of components of Γ 2 \ {a 1 , b 2 }. Then for each i, the number of components of Γ i \ {a 1 , b i } is equal to the number of components of Γ 2 \ {a 1 , b 2 }.
Proof. Let k be the number of components of Γ \ {a, b}. Γ 2 \ {a 1 , b 2 } has the same number of components as Γ \ {a, b} if and only if there is a partition into k subsets of {1, · · · , n} such that the corresponding partition induced by φ a : {1, · · · , n} → adj(a) and φ b : {1, · · · , n} → adj(b) on the vertices adjacent to a and b coincides with the partition induced by the k components of Γ \ {a, b}. Continuing iteratively, we obtain the result.
Proof of Lemma 12.14. Denote by P k a fundamental domain of a 2 k th power C k of C. Assume that for each k, P k has been chosen such that P k is a concatenation of two copies of P k−1 . The result then follows from Lemma 12.15 and Lemma 3.9.
Let L be a line in X and v ∈ L a vertex. Let D ∈ N. Note that {v} +D is a CAT(0) cube (sub)complex [HW08] . We will assume that ∂N (L) ⊂ X. By Lemma 4.7, we have c ∩ Z}. Since C has no self-crossing, no two walls of W u (W e ) cross (Lemma 12.3). Thus the dual cube complex of (Z, W u ) (respectively (Z, W e )) is a tree, denoted by T (u) (T (e)). Note that the definition of W u (and W e ) is independent of the choice ofṽ or of the choice ofũ (ẽ) in P ⊂ B.
Suppose that an edge e is incident to a vertex u in φ(C). Letẽ with incident vertexũ be the corresponding lifts in P ⊂ B. Since every translate of C that passes throughẽ also passes throughũ, there exists a natural inclusion W e ⊂ W u . Further, given translates L 1 , L 2 that containẽ with half-spaces Y 1 , Y 2 such that Y 1 ⊂ Y 2 , suppose there exists a translate L that meetsũ with half-space Y such that Y 1 ⊂ Y ⊂ Y 2 . Then it is easy to see that L containsẽ. Thus we have Lemma 12.18. Given an edge e in φ(C) incident to a vertex u, there exists a natural inclusion T (e) → T (u).
Let Z C denote the geometric realisation of the graph of trees (φ(C), {T (u)}, {T (e)}).
Proposition 12.19. There exists a natural isomorphism between the square complexes Z C and Z C .
Proof. By Lemma 12.9, Z C is a graph of finite trees with underlying graph φ(C). So is Z C . Further, the wall structures that define vertex and edge trees of Z C and Z C are isomorphic: Indeed, the walls that define T (u) for u ∈ φ(C) in Z C are induced by half-spaces in X of translates of C that pass through a liftũ of u. In Z C , the tree is defined by walls induced by half-spaces of translates of C in a finite ball B of X containingũ. Since there exists a bijection between the half-spaces of C in B and the half-spaces of C in X (Lemma 12.16), Z C is isomorphic to Z C .
Proof of Theorem 12.11. The compact space B can be constructed in exponential time from X (Lemma 12.17). It costs exponential time to calculate the number of half-spaces of any translate of C (Lemma 12.14).
Since the number of translates of C meeting at any point of X is bounded by the length of C (by Lemma 7.20), the dual trees T (u) (T (e)) of all vertices u (edges e) in φ(C) can be constructed in polynomial time. Thus Z C is constructed in exponential time. Y C is constructed in linear time in X and X C is obtained in linear time from Y C ∼ = Y C and Z C ∼ = Z C . Hence the result. 12.2.2. Structure of X C .
Lemma 12.20. The tree T (u) (or T (e)) is a bipartite tree with black vertices having valence exactly K.
Proof. We will first show that there exist vertices of valence K in T (u) (T (e)) and then show that the tree is bipartite. Let L be a translate of C passing throughũ (ẽ) in B. Let ∈ σ L is similar and we leave it as an exercise. This proves that a vertex in T (u) (T (e)) is of the form σ L if and only if it is at even distance from σ L . Thus the tree is bipartite.
Let u (e) be in φ(C). Let v 1 and v 2 be black vertices in T (u) (T (e)).
Lemma 12.21. Given an edge e 1 incident to v 1 in T (u) (T (e)), there exists an edge e 2 incident to v 2 in T (u) (T (e)) such that the hyperplane in Z C dual to e 1 is equal to the hyperplane dual to e 2 .
Proof. Let v i be the ultrafilter σ Li , where L 1 and L 2 are translates of C passing throughũ (ẽ) in B. Let e 1 correspond to the wall {Y 1 , Y c 1 }, where Y 1 is a half-space of L 1 . Since L 2 is a translate of L 1 , there exists a fundamental domain P of C in L 1 containingũ (ẽ) such that there exists g ∈ G andũ (ẽ in P ) with gũ =ũ (gẽ =ẽ) and gP ⊂ L 2 . The segment fromũ toũ (ẽ toẽ ) projects to φ(C) as a subgraph. Since L 1 passes through every vertex and edge in this segment, there is an edge corresponding to {Y 1 , Y c 1 } in the dual tree of the image in φ(C) of each vertex and edge of this segment. By the way Z C was defined, this defines a unique hyperplane in Z C . Since gũ =ũ (gẽ =ẽ) and gL 1 = L 2 , the required edge incident to σ L2 is {gY 1 , gY c 1 }.
Let φ : C → X s be a primitive cycle such that C is a power of C .
Lemma 12.22. There exists a natural embedding of C in X C such that the vertical graph that contains C is isomorphic to C . Further, for a vertex u (edge e) in φ(C), the embedded copy of C meets every black vertex of T (u) (T (e)) exactly once.
12.3. The tubular graph of graphs X . Let C = {C 1 , · · · , C n } be the set of splitting cycles of X furnished by Theorem 11.1.
Remark 12.23. It is easy to see that a vertical cycle induced by the attaching map of a tube is a splitting cycle that is not 3-repetitive. Hence each such cycle is included in C .
Procedure 12.24 (Construction of X ). The tubular graph of graphs X is constructed from X using the cycles in C as follows:
• Start with X = X 0 .
• For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, check if φ i : C i → X factors through a vertical cycle ψ i : C i → X i−1 . If it doesn't, then declare X i = X i−1 . Else, define X i to be the opened-up space of X i−1 along the cycle ψ i :
Lemma 12.25. The cycle C i in C factors through a vertical cycle in X i−1 if and only if for 1 ≤ j ≤ i, lifts of C j and C i don't cross in X.
By Theorem 1.6, we will assume that X is a Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs.
Theorem 12.26. There exists an algorithm of double exponential time complexity that takes a Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs X with hyperbolic fundamental group G as input and returns a homotopy equivalent Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs whose vertical hyperplanes generate all universally elliptic subgroups of G upto commensurability. Figure 9 . L in X when L has three half-spaces
L
Proof. The algorithm of Theorem 11.1 takes X as input and returns a set of cycles C that contains all universally elliptic cycles upto commensurability. Given C, X is constructed using Procedure 12.24. This procedure consists of applying the algorithm of Theorem 12.11 repeatedly. The algorithm of Theorem 11.1 takes double exponential time to return a finite set of cycles. The number of cycles in this set is bounded by a number of double exponential magnitude. Given this data, the algorithm of Theorem 12.11 operates by taking exponential time for each cycle, and hence obtaining X costs double exponential time in the input data.
12.3.1. Structure of X . Note that the mapsη i : X i → X i−1 induce mapsη : X → X and η : X → X. Denote by Γ the underlying graph of the graph of spaces X and by T the underlying tree of the tree of spaces X . Let L be a lift of an element C i of C such that C i factors through a vertical cycle in X i−1 . From Lemma 12.22, it follows (see Figure 9 ) that Lemma 12.27. There exists a vertical tree in X whose stabiliser is equal to the stabiliser of L.
Let h be a vertical hyperplane in X . Let L 1 and L 2 be the two boundary lines of h, that is, the two vertical lines on either side of h at distance 1 2 from h, and parallel to h. As G is hyperbolic, it follows from the Flat Plane Theorem (see Theorem Γ.3.1 of [BH99] ) that Lemma 12.28. The stabiliser of h is equal to either stab(L 1 ) or stab(L 2 ).
Observe that X is the cube complex dual to a space with walls, where walls are defined on the set Z of open horizontal half-edges of X along with open horizontal half-edges of strips attached to translates of C i whenever C i factors through a vertical cycle in X i−1 . The set of walls W in Z are thus of three types:
• Walls of type (i), induced by horizontal hyperplanes of X.
• Walls of type (ii), induced by vertical hyperplanes of X.
• Walls of type (iii), induced by translates of C i , where C i ∈ C factors through a vertical cycle in X i−1 .
A vertical half-space of X (or X ) is a half-space of a wall of type (ii) or (iii). Let h be a vertical hyperplane in X and L 1 , L 2 its boundary lines. Then Thus in the underlying tree T of X , at least one of the two vertices of any edge is a cyclic vertex.
Lemma 12.31. Let L be a line in X . Suppose that ∂N (L ) contains at least three components. Then the vertical tree containing L is equal to L .
We need two observations to prove the lemma. Let L be a line in X that defines a wall of type (iii ). Suppose that the number of half-spaces of L is K. Let L be a vertical tree in X such thatη(L ) = L (Lemma 12.27).
Lemma 12.32. Exactly K vertical strips are attached to L in X . Further, ifη(L ) = L for any vertical line L , then L is contained in one of these K strips.
Proof. The fact that exactly K strips are attached to L follows from Lemma 12.22. Further, each of the K strips above are contained inη −1 (L), by Lemma 12.5. Let L be a vertical line such thatη(L ) = L. Denote by σ L the set of vertical half-spaces contained in any vertex (ultrafilter) of L . Note thatη(L ) = L implies that the vertical half-spaces of type (ii ) in σ L consists of the half-spaces of vertical hyperplanes in X that contain L.
If σ L = σ L , we have nothing to prove as the vertical tree that contains L is equal to L . Let σ i be the set of vertical half-spaces such that
First assume the latter. Then there exists a half- 12.4.2. Structure of X . Let T be the underlying tree of X and let T jsj denote the Bass-Serre tree of the canonical JSJ decomposition of G.
Lemma 12.34. For each cyclic vertex u of T jsj there exists a cyclic vertex v of T such that stab(u) = stab(v).
Proof. Fix an axis L in X of stab(u). Note that stab(u) = stab(L) as stab(u) is maximal cyclic. We can assume L is vertical since stab(u) is commensurable with a universally elliptic subgroup (Lemma 8.4). By Lemma 7.25, there exists a splitting cycle C in X such that π 1 (C) is commensurable with a conjugate of stab(u). Hence C ∈ C and there exists a vertical tree in X whose stabiliser is stab( C). Hence the result.
Let v be a cyclic vertex of T and L the corresponding vertical tree (line) in X . Denote by ΛH the limit set in ∂G of a subgroup H of G. T is a refinement of T jsj .
Lemma 12.39. The stabiliser H of an edge e of T is not an edge stabiliser of T jsj if and only if the cyclic vertex u incident to e in T is of valence two and both the non-cyclic vertices adjacent to u are stabilised by hanging surface groups.
Proof. No edge of T jsj is such that the cyclic vertex incident to this edge is adjacent to exactly two hanging surface group vertices, by definition. The converse follows from Lemma 12.35 and Corollary 12.38.
So we can modify X to X jsj by removing tubes which connect hanging surface groups. This requires an identification of such groups, which is done in the next subsection. 12.5. Surface graphs. Definition 12.40. A vertex graph of a tubular graph of graphs is a surface graph if the graph is not a circle and the fundamental group of the graph is a surface group whose peripheral subgroups are precisely the subgroups induced by the incident edge graphs.
Thus a vertex graph is a surface graph if its fundamental group is a hanging surface group. Recall that the double of a graph Γ with a finite family of immersed cycles {C 1 , · · · , C n } is a tubular graph of graphs whose underlying graph consists of two vertices with n edges between them, each vertex space is a copy of Γ and the i th tube attaches as C i on both sides.
Proof. Let D s be the double of the vertex graph X s with incident edge cycles. It is a standard fact that D s is homeomorphic to a surface if and only if X s is a surface graph. Note that D s is Brady-Meier as every vertex of X s satisfies the Brady-Meier conditions. Thus every edge of D s is of thickness at least two. If each edge is of thickness two, then the fact that every vertex link is connected implies that every vertex link is a circle. This implies that D s is homeomorphic to a closed surface and we are done. Conversely, suppose that there exists an edge e of thickness at least three in D s . Letẽ be a lift of e in D S and h the horizontal hyperplane throughẽ. Note that h is a tree. Let L be a line in h passing through the midpoint m ofẽ. Note that L does not separate ∂N (m) asẽ is of thickness at least three. By Lemma 4.4, L does not separate D s . But this implies that D s is not homeomorphic to a closed surface.
12.6. Construction of X jsj . We are now ready to construct X jsj . Remove from X every cyclic vertex graph and the (open) tubes attached to it whenever exactly two tubes are attached to the vertex graph and both the tubes are attached to surface graphs on the other side. Call the resulting complex as X . Denote by T the underlying tree of X . By Lemma 12.39, we have Proposition 12.42. T is isomorphic to T jsj as G-trees.
The proposition proves that X is the required X jsj . We now have the main result of the article:
Theorem 12.43. There exists an algorithm of double exponential time complexity that takes a Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs X with hyperbolic fundamental group G as input and returns a Brady-Meier tubular graph of graphs whose underlying graph of groups structure is the JSJ decomposition of G.
Proof. Using Theorem 12.26, we obtain the tubular graph of graphs X in double exponential time. Constructing X from X involves identifying which tubes are attached to only cyclic vertex graphs and takes at most polynomial time in the number of square of X. The construction of X jsj from X involves removing pairs of tubes adjacent to surface graphs. Detecting surface graphs involves constructing doubles of vertex graphs (Lemma 12.41) and also takes at most polynomial time in the number of squares of X.
Relative JSJ decompositions
Let F be a finite rank free group and H be a finite family of maximal cyclic subgroups in F . Recall that F splits relative to H if there exists a nontrivial splitting of F in which each element of H is elliptic. Similarly F is freely indecomposable relative to H if F does not split freely relative to H. Definition 13.1. A relative JSJ decomposition of (F, H) is a graph of groups splitting of F relative to H which satisfies the conditions of a JSJ decomposition (Definition 1.1).
Theorem 13.2 (Theorem 4.25, [Cas16] ). Given a finite rank free group F and a finite family H of maximal cyclic subgroups of F such that F is freely indecomposable relative to H, a relative JSJ decomposition of (F, H) exists and is unique.
In [CM15] , the authors implement an algorithm that returns the JSJ decomposition of F relative to H, though they do not give an estimate of its time-complexity. The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 13.3. There exists an algorithm of double exponential time complexity that takes a finite rank free group F and a finite family of maximal cyclic subgroups H such that F is freely indecomposable relative to H as input and returns the relative JSJ decomposition of F relative to H.
We will construct a suitable tubular graph of graphs X F,H to prove Theorem 13.3. There exists a central vertex graph X sc in X F,H such that π 1 (X sc ) = F . If H = {H 1 , · · · , H n }, then for each H i there exists an immersed cycle φ i : C i → X sc such that C i induces a conjugate of the group H i in π 1 (X sc ) = F . Note that the word generated by C i is cyclically reduced in F as φ i is an immersion of graphs. There exist exactly n tubes in X F,H that are attached to X sc in the following way. The edge graph of the i th tube is isomorphic to C i and the attaching map is given by φ i . We subdivide X sc and the n edge graphs sufficiently to make all graphs simplicial. The other end of the i th tube is attached by an isomorphism to a circular vertex graph X i . There are exactly two other tubes attached to X i , with both attaching maps being isomorphisms. Each of these two tubes connects X i to a copy of a surface graph whose fundamental group is the fundamental group of the oriented surface of genus two with exactly one boundary component. Thus the underlying graph of X F,H is a tree with one 'central' vertex s c of valence n, n cyclic vertices adjacent to s c , of valence three each, and 2n surface vertices of valence one each.
Let G be the fundamental group of X F,H . Since each vertex group is freely indecomposable relative to its incident edge groups, G is one-ended, by Theorem 18 of [Wil12] . Hence, we can assume that X F,H is Brady-Meier, by Theorem 1.6.
As a consequence of the Bestvina-Feighn Combination Theorem [BF92] , we have Lemma 13.4. G is δ-hyperbolic.
Let G s be a vertex group of the graph of groups structure of G induced by X F,H .
Lemma 13.5. Either G s = G sc or G s is a conjugate of either a cyclic vertex group of the JSJ decomposition of G or a maximal hanging surface group.
